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On the Behaviour Power Series on the Boundary
of the Sphere of Analyticity in Abstract Spaces.
By Isae SHIMODA.
Tokushima University.
M..)., Feb. 12, 1951.)

(Comm. by K. KUNU(I,

In classical analysis there exists a singular point at least or
the circle of convergence of the power series, but this is not true
generally ia the case of the power series ia complex Banach spaces.
In this paper we shall investigate a necessary and sufficient condition
for power series in complex Banach spaces, to be analytic at all
points on the boundary of the sphere of analyticity.
Let E and E be two complex Banach spaces and an E-valued
function h(x) defined on E be a homogeneous polynomial of degree
n. Then the radius of analyticity of the power series ,’.oh(x)
exists, which is written by r;"). The sphere Ii x ll r is called the
sphere of analyticity of the power series .%0h.(x).
Theorem 1. Iu order that ,h.(x) is aaalytic at all points on
the boundary of the sphere of analyticity, it is necessary and sufficien that

<

(i)

for an arbitrary compact set G extracted from the set 11 x 11--1.
Proof. Let ,__h,(x) be analytic at all points on 11 x 11--r- If
1 exists and it satisfies the
a compact set G extracted from 11 x 1t
following equality

we have

! <. /sup II h,(x)11

, > s...

...

(2)

for a sequence of positive numbers
s
which tends to zero and for n which corresponds to e, where
i-- 1, 2,...
Since G is compact, there exists x in G which satisfies
sup li h,(x)I1 tl h.(x)11. Then we can select from {x,} a subx.G
sequence which converges to x0 and, of course, Xo G. In order not
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to charge notation we shall suppose simply that the sequence {x}
itself converges to Xo. Put y (+ e)x and yo ,Xo, then y converges to yo. From (2), we have
1

where i

(3)

!i h,.(y)11

,

1, 2,...

Let M be a compact et composed of yo d where 0 0 2r.
Since
h,,(x) is analytic on M, we can find a finite system of neigh0
bhoods U of yoe’(i
h,,(y)l

N for y e

0

1, 2,..., no) such that

U. Now we
U, when

and 0, such that ya
Then we have

U, covers M and

choose two positive numbers

t Y--Y.li

0 and

il l

1+.

for n 1, 2,... and IIY--YolI<P. Since y. co,lverges to yo, (4)
contradicts to (3). This shows that the condition (1) is necessary.
Let yo be an arbitrary point on llYll- r. Suppose that there
exists a sequence {y,} which converges to yo and satisfies the following inequalities

-

for i 1, 2,..., where a sequence of positive numbers {e converges
to zero with e,:/. Put Y --x, and {x,} =:-G. Then G is a

compact set on It I!
a positive number

,

;his, we have
i

1. Now we assume (1). Then there exists
From
such that li-- sup h(x)

II h(x) [1-

1

-

for n

no and i

On the other hand, there exists N such that [[ Y!I
N, because y. yo and II yo ii r. Thus we have

1, 2,...

r+ s for

N, contradicting to (5).
From this we can easily see that there exist two positive

2or i

numbers

and

, such that

lira /!1 h,(y)I[

1--e uniformly for
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Hence,

h,(x) is uniformly convergent in il y--yo ll

and then h,(x) is analytic in IIY--Yoll
This completes the
proof, since yo is an arbitrary point on ]] x] r.
An example is afforded which is analytic at all poia on the
boundary of the sphere of analyticity. Put h,,(x)=
x,

I--

where x (x, x:,...) is a point of complex-/-spaces, and h,.(x)
takes complex numbers as its values. Then the radius of analyticity
of h(x) is 1 and yet h,.(x) is analytic everywhere on
1.
The radiu of analyticity of h,.(x) is given by

x

.

_!_

sup lim
!:1=1

’7"

Since

fix 1t

1, x]

1 for i

it h(x)
1, 2,... Therefore

(6)

=1

Now put X

(0,...0, 1, 0,...), where only the m-th coordinate is
1 and the others are all zero. Since IIXI[ 1, we have

for m=2,3,
Hence, we see that r=l from (6). Let G be
an arbitrary compact set on ]]x[] = 1, then there exists the cona, 1 such that
vergent series of non-negative constants
If a=a=a=
,[x[a for xeG and m=l, 2,
I, 2,..., no, and
<[ fo
o_ 0 and ,,o+0,

,

z-

]] <

=max(1

< a for m > no+ i.

x,[
1

2

a, )

then

Put

1. Thus

we have
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HeDce,
Thus Theorem 1 is applicable, and we see that :2h(x) is
aaalytic everywhere on the boundary of the sphere of analyticity.
From Theorem 1, we have easily following theorems.
Theorem 2. I{ a compact set G exists on llxl]---I which
then there
satisfies the following equality li-- #/suo [] h,,(x)l[

,

exists at least a singular point on, ]] x]] =r. The inverse is also
true.
Theorem 3. If a power series oh,,(x) is analytic at all points
on the boundary of its sphere of analyticity [ x I!
then we have

li-- /If h,,(x)]]

.

,

1_:.,

(7)

for an arbitray point x on [] x[[ = 1.
Theorem 4. If a point x, which lies on !I x l[ 1, satisfies the
following equality li- []h,(x)II __1, then there exists at least a
singular point on ]] x[[
The condition (7) is necessary for -h,,(x)to be analytic on the
boundary of i*s sphere of analyiei,y, bu is no sueien as
following example shows.
Pu h( -V in the eomplex-2-dimensional spaces, ,hen
h.,( is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, where X (, v).
Then we can easily see ,hat ghe radius of analytiei,y of h,(X)
is I. Le G be a compac se on]X] =I composedof Xo=(l,O)

and

X.,=(l----,ml ) wih ’=1’’’’"

hen we he

On the other hand, we have

for an arbitrary point X on I[ X l[ 1.
This shows that 2h,(X) satisfies the condition (7) and yet has a
singular point at least on the boundary of its sphere of analyticity.

